Abstract. This article argues that metaphorical and non---metaphorical content find different expression on the constructional level. The hypothesis is sup---ported by two empirical case studies of the Russian Locative Alternation verbs, based on the data from the Russian National Corpus: the unprefixed verb sypat' 'strew' (which does not have an aspectual partner) and the unpre---fixed verb gruzit' 'load' and its three perfective partners with the prefixes na---, za---, and po---. It is argued that metaphorical extensions of these Locative Alter---nation verbs have a strong relationship with elaborations (interactions be---tween different constructions), on the one hand, and reduction (Locative Al---ternation constructions with a reduced or omitted participant), on the other. The results indicate differences in metaphorical behavior of different prefixes (even when they are used to form perfective partner verbs) and different con---structions (some constructions are more often instantiated as metaphorical extensions than the other).
Introduction
In the cognitive linguistic view, metaphor is defined in terms of "cross---domain mapping" (Lakoff and Johnson 1980, Lakoff 1993: 203) . More recent studies indicate that metaphors involve more than just map---pings or bindings between two domains (or mental spaces) and should rather be treated as instances of blending among several domains (Fauconnier and Turner 2008) . Another question is how such mapping or blending is expressed on the formal level. As noted in some recent corpus studies, there are frequently formal differences between meta---phorical and literal uses of the same words, suggesting that metaphors have well---defined grammatical forms (Deignan 2005) .
The issue that I address in this article is whether such differences are also attested at the level of constructions. Corpus research on met---aphor usually starts with a metaphorical expression and examines which collocates and grammatical forms it combines with (Deignan 2005) . By contrast, I will begin with specific constructions and analyze how they mark metaphorical uses. This approach will enable me to test whether metaphorical uses are marked on the constructional level. The constructions considered here are the Russian Locative Alterna---tion Constructions (corresponding to John loaded the hay onto the truck vs. John loaded the truck with hay). An analysis of the Locative Alterna---tion Constructions in the Russian National Corpus (www.ruscorpora.ru) indicates that their modifications are related to metaphor. These con---structions can be modified in two ways: via elaboration and via re---duction. Elaboration is the result of an interaction between the Loca---tive Alternation Constructions and other constructions, as in example (1) below: 1 (1) …sypat' citatami v sobesednika. …strew quotations INST in speaker ACC '…strew quotations at the speaker.' Reduction involves sentences where one of the participants in the Locative Alternation constructions (the one that is not in the direct ob---ject position) is missing, as in example (2) below:
(2) On… rešil zagruzit' svoego predannogo slušatelja. he NOM decided load INF his devoted listener ACC 'He… decided to confuse his devoted listener.' Both examples are metaphorical and will be discussed in section 3. I will show that in order to get a metaphorical extension we do not 1 All examples listed in the article were taken from the Russian National Corpus. The only exception is example (1), which comes from the Internet (http://www.vadimpanov.ru/ forum/viewtopic.php?f=28&t=1544&start=60) and is presented here in order to illustrate the full version of the Hybrid construction that is not attested in my database from the corpus.
simply fill the argument roles of a construction with linguistic units describing another domain but often also perform structural changes.
Section 2 gives a brief overview of metaphor theory (2.1) and re---search done on the formal representations of metaphor (2.2). Section 3 describes my data and methods used. In section 4, I present two case studies of the Locative Alternation verbs: (i) the verb sypat' 'strew', il---lustrating a case of elaboration (4.1); and (ii) the verb gruzit' 'load' and its perfective partners nagruzit ', zagruzit', pogruzit' 'load', discussing reduction (4.2) . Conclusions are offered in section 5.
Metaphor Theory
In classical theories of language beginning with Aristotle, it has been common to study metaphor as a matter of language in its relation to the cognitive mechanisms involved (see Turner 1995) . The main con---temporary approaches to metaphor follow roughly the same tendency, with more focus on one of the components: conceptual mechanisms pertinent to the human brain or the linguistic form that metaphor is characterized by. The subsections below give a brief overview of both tendencies, placing the present work in the overall picture of metaphor research.
Conceptual Metaphor and Conceptual Integration
Within contemporary theory of metaphor, the term "metaphor" has come to mean "a cross---domain mapping in the conceptual system" (Lakoff 1993: 203) . The mapping in this case is a set of correspond---ences. For instance, a love relationship is often described in terms of a journey:
(3) a. Look how far we have come. b. Our relationship has hit a dead---end street. c. We may have to go our separate ways. (Lakoff 1993: 206) It follows from the frequency of such examples that metaphorical un---derstanding of love in terms of a journey is part of the conceptual sys---tem underlying English. There are ontological correspondences ac---cording to which entities in the domain of love (e.g., the lovers, the love relationship, etc.) correspond systematically to entities in the do---main of a journey (the travellers, the vehicle, etc.). The LOVE IS A JOURNEY metaphor, or THE LOVE---AS---JOURNEY MAPPING, points out the following set of ontological correspondences:
(4) The lovers correspond to travellers. The love relationship corresponds to the vehicle. The lovers' common goals correspond to their common destinations on the journey. Difficulties in the relationship correspond to impediments to travel. (Lakoff 1993: 207) To sum up, traditional metaphor involves three major elements: a source domain (such as journey), a target domain (love), and mapping relations across domains. Some recent studies on metaphor acknowl---edge that metaphors involve more than just mappings or bindings between two domains (or "mental spaces"). Fauconnier and Turner (2008) discuss metaphor in terms of "integration networks" con---structed by means of overarching general principles. They illustrate that conceptual products are never the result of a single mapping. What we have come to call "conceptual metaphors", like TIME IS SPACE, turn out to be mental constructions involving many spaces and many mappings in elaborate integration networks, cf. examples in (5-6):
(5) Three hours went by, and then we had dinner. (6) *Three feet went by, and he was at the door. (Fauconnier and Turner 2008: 5) As established by metaphor theory, the new conceptualization of the domain of time is obtained through projection from space. For in---stance, the fact that time is measurable and stable comes from the do---main of space. Examples (5) and (6) show that we have not merely projected units of measurement onto time but also turned those units into moving objects. In the domain of space, a unit of measurement is not a moving object since these sorts of elements are incompatible. Yet, in the blend we project onto a temporal experience both a unit of measurement and a moving object from the domain of space, i.e., those elements that are incompatible in the domain of space become com---patible in the domain of time.
Leaving further comparison of the Conceptual Metaphor Theory and the Conceptual Integration Theory outside the scope of this study, I demonstrate that both theories proceed from mapping relations among domains. From the perspective of both theories it is reasonable to ask whether metaphorical content has a different formal expression compared to non---metaphorical. As I will point out in section 4, lin---guistic representations of target domains in metaphorical uses of the Locative Alternation verbs are not absolutely parallel to their source domains. Yet, the major focus of this paper is on how metaphor re---veals itself in metaphorical expressions. The fundamental tenet of Conceptual Metaphor Theory is that metaphor operates at the level of cognition, language being secondary to conceptual mappings.
2 Taking the contributions of metaphor theory as my starting point, I will turn our attention from cognition back to linguistic expressions, showing that linguistic representations of metaphor are more structured than previously believed.
Formal Metaphor Representations
In recent years metaphor researchers have begun to analyze naturally occurring language data (Deignan 2005 , Stefanowitsch 2006 , Steen 2007 , Steen et al. 2010 . Some collective research has been done on de---veloping a method for identifying linguistic metaphor (Steen et al. 2010) . According to findings of the Pragglejaz Group (Steen 2007: 3) , an important characteristic of a metaphorical sense as opposed to a basic sense is that this "contextual meaning contrasts with the basic meaning but can be understood in comparison with it". The Metaphor Identification Procedure, introduced by the Pragglejaz Group, helps to discover active and dead metaphors.
2 "What constitutes the love as a journey metaphor is not any particular word or expression. It is the ontological mapping across conceptual domains, from the source domain of journeys to the target domain of love. The metaphor is not just a matter of language, but of thought and reason. The language is secondary" (Lakoff 1993: 208) .
Some recent corpus studies investigate formal differences between metaphorical and literal uses of the same words, showing that the grammatical forms of metaphors are fairly restricted. Deignan (2005) presents a corpus study of nouns denoting animals and their map---pings onto human characteristics (dog, fox, lion, etc.) . Her study shows that the grammatical behavior of metaphors is different from that of the target domain (for instance, derived forms foxy or kittenish are commonly not attested for the source domain units and are used only metaphorically).
The Metaphor Identification Procedure introduced in corpus studies undoubtedly helps us in solving certain applied tasks (lexico---graphic and corpus---driven) but leaves several important questions open. First of all, this approach is driven by lexical units: we look at literal and metaphorical uses of certain words, which leaves some of the information out of the picture. Second, this procedure is mostly interested in factors that could be easily operationalized, such as grammatical forms and morphology, but overlooks constructions, since often they require manual tagging. Finally, this approach centers on linguistic expressions and does not discuss how these expressions are related to cognition.
In the present paper, I try to address all the issues mentioned above with special emphasis on the first two. I narrow down the scope of the study by looking at constructions. The hypothesis that I enter---tain here is that in order to get a metaphorical extension we do not simply fill the argument roles of a construction with linguistic units describing another domain (as, for instance, suggested by Marantz (1984) , who compares the literal use kill a man vs. the figurative use kill a bottle, kill an hour), but often also perform some structural changes. I show that constructions in metaphorical and non---metaphorical uses behave differently, which might shed additional light on some mis---matches observed between the source and the target domains (cf. Fauconnier and Turner 2008) .
Although I agree with Lakoff's contention that "the locus of meta---phor is not in language at all, but in the way we conceptualize one mental domain in terms of another" (Lakoff 1993: 203) , I will try to il---lustrate that metaphorical expressions in themselves require further investigation.
Data and Methodology
Corpus research on metaphor usually starts with a metaphorical ex---pression and examines which collocates and grammatical forms it goes with (Deignan 2005) . The present study begins with particular con---structions and analyzes what kind of metaphorical uses they have. The constructions of interest are the Locative Alternation constructions. My empirical study examines the constructional profiles of the Russian verb sypat' 'strew' and the verb gruzit' 'load' and its prefixed counter---parts as evidenced by data from the Russian National Corpus. I first describe how the data was extracted and coded and then define the term "constructional profile".
Russian Locative Alternation Constructions and their Extensions
As mentioned earlier, the Locative Alternation is represented by two constructions: Theme---Object, as in examples (7) and (8), and Goal---Ob---ject, as in example (9).
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The two constructions differ in which of the participants is marked as the direct object: the Theme (i.e., elements like hay) or the Goal (i.e., elements like truck). In both constructions the direct object is consistently coded in Russian with the bare Accusative case, while the other participant can be expressed via different forms.
The Theme---Object construction encodes the Goal via a preposi---tional phrase (usually with prepositions v 'into' and na 'onto') and the Theme with a noun in the Accusative case, as illustrated in examples (7) and (8).
(7) Potom s pomošč'ju avtokrana predpolagalos' gruzit' then with help INST crane GEN was---supposed load INF brevna na baržu. logs ACC on barge ACC 'Then with the help of the crane we were supposed to load the logs onto the barge.'(8) Ne toropites' sypat' pesok v korobku. not hurry strew sand ACC into box ACC 'Don't hurry with pouring the sand into the box.' In the Goal---Object construction the other participant is coded by the Instrumental case without a preposition:
(9) On sodrogalsja, slušaja o tom, kak gruzili he NOM shuddered hearing about that LOC how loaded vagony detskimi trupami. wagons ACC childrens' corpses INST 'He shuddered hearing about how they loaded wagons with childrens' corpses.' Both the Theme---Object and the Goal---Object construction can have metaphorical extensions, i.e., they can be instantiated as metaphorical contexts where the semantic class of the participants is modified from more concrete to more abstract. 4 For instance, human beings can serve as the metaphorical CONTAINERS (Goal) for information that repre---sents metaphorical CONTENTS (Theme), as in example (10) In this article, I use the term "extension" the same way as Goldberg (1995) and Croft and Cruse (2004) . According to Goldberg (1995) Really, is it possible that due to the advertisement we will boil the kettle longer on a gas burner or that the electrical power plants will provide additional turbines with work?' Furthermore, metaphorical and non---metaphorical uses can be structurally modified in two different ways: via elaboration and via reduction. Elaboration occurs when the Locative Alternation Con---structions interact with other constructions.
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A common instance of elaboration within the Locative Alternation is what I will call a hybrid construction, where none of the participants is expressed as a direct object in the Accusative case (example 18): (18) …veter… syplet snegom v okna.
…wind NOM strews snow INST in windows ACC '…the wind… strews snow into the windows.' The term "hybrid" is used to emphasize that in sentences like (18) we are dealing with both participants, the Theme and the Goal, but neither of them appears as a direct object. This might be a signal that the focus of the sentence is neither on the Theme nor on the Goal. In both the Theme---Object and the Goal---Object constructions the Theme is a certain quantity of the substance that is being moved and the Goal is 5 "Elaboration" is a provisional term that is used here in order to distinguish interac---tions between constructions from "extensions" and "reduced" versions of a construc---tion, which are still instances of the same construction.
the endpoint of the movement. Thus, by adding the prefix za---we get a resultative reading: Theme---Object construction: In the case of (19) the berries are in the casserole, and in the case of (20) the strawberries are completely covered with sugar. If we add the same prefix to the verb sypat' 'strew' in the Hybrid construction, the attained meaning is ingressive, not resultative: (21) …veter… zasyplet snegom v okna.
…wind za---strews snow INS in windows ACC '…the wind… will start strewing snow into the windows.' Thus, the Theme---Object construction places the focus on the Theme, the Goal---Object construction on the Goal, and the Hybrid con---struction on none of the above. For the Locative Alternation verbs I have observed an interaction between elaboration, as in the Hybrid construction, and metaphor (see example (1) repeated below): Metaphorical Hybrid construction:
(1) …sypat' citatami v sobesednika. …strew quotations INST in speaker ACC 'strew quotations at the speaker.' Such contexts usually present a person as the Agent and jokes, quotations, words, curses, proposals, numbers, terms, etc., as the Theme, which is directed at a listener who represents the Goal. Such cases can be interpreted in terms of a HUMAN IS A FOUNTAIN meta---phor, where the subject splashes all kinds of information around him like a fountain splashes water: (22) …cvetnoj fontan syplet bryzgami… …colorful fountain NOM strews splashes INST '…a colorful fountain splashes…' "Hybrid" constructions will be discussed in more detail in section 4.1.
Reduction involves sentences where one of the participants in the Locative Alternation constructions (the one that is not in the direct ob---ject position) is missing. Most cases with an omitted Theme or Goal argument are instances of ellipsis, since the missing participant is per---ceived from the context. Examples (23) and (24) (25) human beings serve as the metaphorical CONTAINERS for information that represents metaphorical CONTENTS. Such exam---ples should be distinguished from pure cases of ellipsis since the omis---sion of the second participant is highly conventionalized. The interac---tion between metaphor and reduction will be further discussed in sec---tion 4.2.
The use of prefixes in Russian presents a challenge for research on the Locative Alternation in that it introduces a more complicated sys---tem of alternating verbs. For the interaction between prefixes and loca---tive constructions, three groups of alternating verbs can be singled out:
(i) verbs that can alternate in both unprefixed and prefixed forms (verbs like gruzit' 'load');
(ii) verbs that do not alternate when unprefixed but are used in both constructions with certain prefixes (verbs like lit' 'pour', and sypat' 'strew, scatter', cf. za---lit' benzin ACC v bak ACC 'za---pour gasoline into the tank'; za---lit' bak ACC benzinom INST 'za---fill the tank with gasoline');
(iii) verbs that do not alternate in unprefixed forms and can be used either in the Theme---Object or the Goal---Object construction de---pending on the prefix (verbs like stavit' 'put, place', cf. po---stavit' 'put, place' vs. ob---stavit' 'furnish (with)').
As follows from this overview, the verb sypat' 'strew' does not alter---nate without a prefix. Yet, in addition to the Theme---Object construc---tion (example 8) and this verb is also attested in hybrid constructions; see example (18) above. Thus, my major interest lies in the extensions of constructions within the group of Locative Alternation verbs. Since the basic mecha---nisms of extension are elaboration and reduction, I have picked two sets of verbs that can well illustrate these phenomenona. Elaboration will be observed in the case study of sypat' 'strew' and reduction in the case of the 'load' verbs (gruzit', nagruzit', zagruzit', pogruzit'). 6
Database Description and Methodology
For the purpose of this study, I constructed a database based on the Modern subcorpus of the RNC, which contains 98 million words. I extracted examples from this subcorpus for the unprefixed verb sypat' 'strew' and the verb gruzit' 'load' and its perfective coun---terparts (with the prefixes na---, za---, po---). To exclude the author as one more relevant factor, the database was cleaned so that there is only one example for each verb from any single author selected via randomiza---tion. The same procedure was performed for all verb forms, and in ad---dition passive participles received a separate mark. Passive participles represent an interaction between the Locative Alternation construc---tions and the passive construction, and this interaction significantly affects the distribution of the Locative Alternation constructions. (Cubberly 1982) , the verb gruzit' has three perfective counterparts, with the pre---fixes na---, za---, po---, all of which can alternate. Since all of them are glossed as 'load' I refer to them as the 'load' verbs. 7 The Locative Alternation involves two objects, Theme and Goal, both of which can be in focus. The passive construction restricts the focus to just one participant. Where active forms show a preference for one construction over the other, this preference is further exaggerated in the presence of passive forms.
breakdown and analysis of these data are presented in 4.1 for the non---passive forms of the verb sypat 'strew' and in 4.2 for the non---passive forms of the 'load' verbs.
The method used in the present study is constructional profiling, i.e., comparing "the relative frequency distribution of the constructions that a word appears in" (Janda and Solovyev 2009: 367) . This fre---quency distribution is based on corpus data. Constructional profiling takes the word as the point of departure and, in a sense, is the inverse of the collostructional methodology (Stefanowitsch and Gries 2003, 2005) , which takes the construction as the point of the departure and asks what words occur in the construction.
Analysis
This section presents two case studies that address the interaction between metaphor and elaboration, on the one hand, and metaphor and reduction, on the other. The former is discussed in the case study of sypat' 'strew', the latter in the case study of the 'load' verbs.
Case Study 1: sypat' 'strew'
As mentioned in the previous section, the verb sypat' 'strew' belongs to the class of verbs that do not alternate when unprefixed but are used in both constructions with certain prefixes, for instance, the prefix za---; see examples (19) (20) …wind strews snow INS in windows ACC '…the wind… strews snow into the windows.' The Hybrid construction in (18) represents a blend between the Theme---Object construction and the Decausative construction. In the Decausative construction the subject is not a prototypical agent; for this reason such sentences often describe precipitation. In the Hybrid construction, the agentive properties of the subject are reduced, so that it often refers to an uncontrollable or an involuntary action.
Metaphorical extensions are attested for all the three constructions of the verb sypat'. I illustrate them in examples (27) (28) (29) (30) strew from---here historian NOM 'And well, get lost, you historian!' Unlike non---metaphorical uses of the Decausative construction (see ex---ample (26)), the subject in example (29) is agentive. Thus, in (29) the verb sypat' 'strew' is reinterpreted as a motion verb.
Metaphorical Hybrid construction:
(30) On stal ugrjumym, sypal zlymi šutkami. he NOM got gloomy INST strew spiteful jokes INST 'He became gloomy, started telling spiteful jokes.' Quite remarkably, the major portion of metaphorical uses of the verb sypat' 'strew' occurs in the Hybrid construction. Such contexts usually present a person as a subject and jokes, quotations, words, curses, proposals, numbers, terms, etc., as the object in the Instrumen---tal case (which corresponds to the Theme). The Goal as a rule is omit---ted but quite often is present in the context indirectly or is expressed by other means (not as a preposition with the Accusative case). Exam---ples (31-32) illustrate metaphorical hybrid constructions with the Goal which is mentioned in the preceding or the following context: (31) (1) Thus, the data from the verb sypat' 'strew' supports the idea that metaphorical uses are marked by constructional restructuring: meta---phorical uses of sypat' mostly occur in Hybrid constructions. Hybrid constructions present agents in a less agentive manner and the action as less directional. Furthermore, the target domain seems to retain some of its initial qualities: jokes, words, etc., are presented as intrinsic parts of the source (which in the case of metaphorical sypat' is usually a person). Thus, the situation of 'strewing jokes or words' becomes more similar to the situation of emanation rather than a dislocation of objects or dry substances.
Case Study 2: gruzit' 'load'
The 'load' verbs that I consider in this section are the unprefixed verb gruzit' and its three prefixed counterparts nagruzit', zagruzit', pogruzit'. All four verbs are glossed as 'load' (Ožegov and Švedova 2001) . Below I will show that, although the prefixes na---, za---, and po---with the verb gruzit' 'load' do not provide a meaning difference that can be captured with English glosses, they affect the contexts preferred by the verb.
The uses of gruzit' are compatible with both the Theme---Object and the Goal---Object constructions (see examples (3) and (5) above). The distribution of the non---passive forms of gruzit' 'load' and its perfective counterparts across the Locative Alternation constructions is summa---rized in Table  2 and Figure  2 Figure  2 . Locative alternation within the non---passive forms of the Russian 'load' verbs In Figure 2 , we see clear differences among the four 'load' verbs. The unprefixed gruzit' strongly prefers the Theme---Object construction. The prefixed verb nagruzit' is nearly the mirror image, preferring the Goal---Object construction. This preference of nagruzit' for focusing on the Goal may have to do with the SURFACE meaning of na---. Pogruzit' is almost exclusively restricted to the Theme---Object construction, sug---gesting a focus on the Theme that is loaded rather than the place where the load ends up. Zagruzit' is the only verb that shows an al---most even distribution across the two constructions.
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A more elaborate analysis of the examples indicates that this could be due to the number of additional metaphorical uses that this verb has in the Goal---Object construction.
9 Of the three prefixed counterparts to the verb gruzit' 'load', zagruzit' is more often used metaphorically: zagruzit' has 39% metaphorical uses, while nagruzit' and pogruzit' have 25% and 11%, respectively (see Table  3 and Figure  3) . The major metaphorical exten---sions of zagruzit' involve a "person" (Goal), who serves as the meta---phorical CONTAINER, and "information" or "work" (Theme), which represent metaphorical CONTENTS, as shown in examples (10) and (14) repeated here: (10) Ax, vam interesny podrobnosti iz žizni oh you DAT interesting details NOM from life GEN zvezd?
Radi boga, Andrej Maksimov "zagruzit" pop stars GEN Sake god GEN Andrej Maksimov NOM "will---load vas ètoj informaciej. you ACC this information INST 'Oh, you are interested in the details of the life of our pop stars? No problem, Andrej Maksimov will provide you with this information.' 8 The differences among the four 'load' verbs at different levels, i.e., the distribution of constructions, active vs. passive forms, and the number of reduced constructions (ex---cluding the factor of metaphor which is considered in more detail in this article), were found to be significant in a logistic regression analysis (see Sokolova, Lyashevskaya, and Janda 2012) . 9 I am particularly thankful to Stephen Dickey for his suggestion to attribute the meta---phoric propensity of za---to its subjective meanings of deviance. If we assume that za---is combined with gruzit' to create a verb with an ordinary meaning ('load smth with smth'), then the source for the metaphorical uses of za---is the fact that more subjective meanings of za---(e.g., 'put/end in a deviant state') would be accessible to the new de---rived verb, allowing further blending. The metaphorical potential of zagruzit' 'load' is motivated by the semantic network of za---but is not solely based on the meaning of de---viance. Frequent metaphorical uses with za---include not only negative but also positive contexts like zagruzit' zavod rabotoj 'load the factory with work', which are most likely motivated by other meanings of za---, such as 'filling'. For more details on metaphorical patterns of the Russian 'load' verbs, see Sokolova 2012. (14) Zasedanie Gossoveta po kul'ture zagruzit meeting NOM State---Council GEN on culture DAT will---load rabotoj sotrudnikov Minsterstva kul'tury na bližajšie work INST members ACC Ministry GEN Culture GEN for nearest neskol'ko let. few ACC years GEN 'The agenda of the State Council on Culture will keep the members of the Ministry of culture busy for several years.' Table  3 Figure 3. Relative frequencies of metaphorical contexts for the verb gruzit' 'load' and its perfective counterparts It is remarkable that in non---metaphorical uses, zagruzit' favors the Theme---Object construction. However, in metaphorical contexts, it is skewed towards the Goal---Object construction. The Locative Alterna---tion among metaphorical contexts of gruzit' 'load' and its perfective counterparts is presented in Table 4 (on the next page) and Figure 4 below:
Figure 4. Locative alternation among metaphorical contexts of
gruzit' 'load' and its perfective counterparts. In the case of pogruzit', metaphorical contexts are extensions of the meaning 'submerge, sink' rather than the 'load' meaning of the verb. The first participant (Theme), represented by a direct object, usually denotes a person, whereas the second participant (Goal) marks the state (dream, trans, fear, etc.) into which the first participant is placed, as in example (33) Although we can see that metaphorical uses are attested for both constructions (Theme---Object and Goal---Object), alternations within the same metaphor type are not common. The metaphor type is repre---sented by a specific combination of Themes and Goals. For instance, if we deal with the metaphor HUMAN (GOAL) + INFORMATION (THEME) mentioned earlier, where humans serve as metaphorical containers for information, the Goal---Object construction is most com---mon; see examples (10) and (17). On the other hand, in the case of COMPUTER/ELECTRONIC DEVICE (GOAL) + INFORMATION (THEME) metaphor, the Theme---Object construction is highly preferred; see ex---amples (34) and (35) tried za---load INF computers ACC in two shifts ACC 'They tried to make computers work in two shifts.' However, example (36) presents the person's brain and not the person in general as the Goal, which makes the analogy between humans and computers stronger and hence allows for the choice of the Theme---Ob---ject construction. Thus it appears that although the two metaphor types seem to be parallel in reality they behave differently in terms of formal representations, which means that the original properties of the target domain are preserved.
One more important conclusion that the data suggest is that meta---phorical extensions, in general, are more frequent within the Goal---Ob---ject construction. The relationship between the Goal---Object construc---tion and metaphorical uses is statistically significant and has a robust effect size: χ---squared = 145.3065, df = 1, p---value < 2.2 e-16 , Cramer's V = 0.412008. The data is summarized in Table  5 : Table  5 . Correlation between Constructions and Metaphor within the 'load' Verbs Theme---Object construction
Goal---Object construction
Non---metaphorical 504 157 metaphorical 57 138 Finally, we need to look at the relationship between reduction and metaphorical extensions. The frequency of reduction among meta---phorical contexts of the 'load' verbs is given below in Table  6 (on the next page) and Figure  5 : Figure  5 . Reduction among metaphorical contexts of the 'load' verbs As can be seen from Figure  5 , the proportion of reduced construc---tions for the unprefixed verb gruzit' is almost the same in non---meta---phorical and metaphorical contexts. However, reduced constructions show higher frequency within metaphorical contexts when the pre---fixes na---or za---are added, with za---having the strongest affinity for re---duced constructions: χ---squared = 13.3722, df = 1, p---value = 0.0002554, Cramer's V = 0.2535536.
Thus, we can say that the data from the Russian 'load' verbs sug---gests that in certain cases (mostly, with the prefix za---) metaphorical extensions are strongly associated with reduction. Furthermore, we have seen that the Goal---Object construction is more susceptible to metaphor than the Theme---Object construction. The Goal---Object con---struction focuses on the changes that the Goal undergoes, and this al---lows for the frequent omission of the Theme.
In addition, the data allow us to draw some conclusions which outline the relation between formal representation of metaphor and conceptual metaphor. On the one hand, metaphorical uses of gruzit' 'load' show minimal alternation, which supports the idea that not all properties of the source domain are borrowed to the target domain in the process of mapping and that metaphor presupposes specification. On the other hand, we have support for the claim that the original properties of the target domain are preserved: za---loading the computer differs from za---loading the person: zagruzit' komp'juter 'za---load a computer' means 'boot a computer', i.e., make it work, whereas zagruzit' čeloveka 'za---load a person' means 'puzzle a person', i.e., prevent him/her from functioning properly.
Conclusion
My analysis of the Russian Locative Alternation verbs lends strong support to the hypothesis that metaphorical and non---metaphorical content find different expression on the constructional level. As we saw in the case of sypat' 'strew', metaphorical extensions show a strong relationship with elaboration (interactions of constructions), where 72% of all metaphorical uses of 'strew' are attested in the Hybrid con---struction. The case study of the 'load' verbs suggests that metaphorical extensions can also be marked by reduction. Reduction in metaphori---cal contexts is more strongly associated with zagruzit' 'load' (56% of metaphorical extensions here are reduced). On the one hand, this would indicate that a change in structure leads to a change in mean---ing; on the other hand, in both cases we are dealing with statistical tendencies where metaphor is associated with a certain construction.
Furthermore, the case study of the 'load' verbs indicates that dif---ferent prefixes behave differently in terms of metaphorical extensions even when they are used to form perfective partner verbs. The meta---phoric propensity of the prefix is attributed to its semantic network. In the case of the 'load' verbs, za---is the most common choice for meta---phorical extensions (39% of all the uses of zagruzit' load' are meta---phorical as opposed to 25% for nagruzit' and 11% for pogruzit'). When we are dealing with constructional alternations, the data is always skewed, i.e., the verb always has a stronger preference for one of the constructions. However, it has been shown that metaphorical exten---sions do not always retain the same preferences for constructions as non---metaphorical uses. Conventional metaphorical patterns can skew the frequency in favor of one particular construction (cf. the case with zagruzit' 'load' which shows a preference for the Theme---Object con---struction in non---metaphorical uses and a preference for the Goal---Ob---ject construction in metaphorical uses, which makes the overall distri---bution of the two constructions almost equal).
In addition, we can draw some conclusions concerning the relation between conceptual metaphor and its formal representations. Not all properties of the source domain are borrowed to the target domain in the process of mapping. Hence we rarely find alternation in meta---phorical contexts within the same metaphoric pattern, for instance the HUMAN + INFORMATION/HUMAN IS A COMPUTER metaphor is at---tested mainly in the Goal---Object construction. The Locative Alterna---tion constructions have different degrees of correlation with metaphor. Thus, the Goal---Object construction shows a higher frequency of meta---phorical extensions. The original properties of the target domain are partially preserved. As shown in section 4.2, different meanings are entailed in 'loading a person' and 'loading a computer', where the former presupposes booting a computer, i.e., making it function, and the latter entails the meaning of puzzling someone, i.e., preventing him/her from functioning appropriately.
The two case studies presented here lead us into a discussion of more general theoretical issues concerning the relation between aspect and metaphor. It appears that reduction is more characteristic of the prefixed perfective verbs. As shown in previous research, transitivity has a strong relationship with resultative verbs (Hopper and Thomp---son 1980) , 10 and prefixed verbs, even prefixed imperfectives, denote an action "with a consideration of its result" (Veyrenc 1980: 176) . Prefixed verbs are more strongly oriented towards objects than unprefixed verbs: prefixes can serve as object markers, making it possible to omit the object when the meaning is clear from the context. Thus, one would expect reduction to be more natural for prefixed verbs. Elabo---ration is more characteristic of the unprefixed imperfective verbs, where we find not only omission of some arguments, i.e., reduction, but also a reorganization of the structure. However, this relationship between aspect and metaphor needs to be tested on a larger number of verbs.
10
"An action viewed from its endpoint, i.e., a telic action, is more effectively trans---ferred to a patient than one not provided with such endpoint" (Hopper and Thomp---son 1980: 252) .
